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When you have a look at who was  

anti-religious ?: 

1)Jesus, Apostle Paul, All the prophets of the bible  

2)Martin Luther the great protestant REFORMER (see link) 

3)By FAITH IN CHRIST we are Saved 

not by Religion, Not by Works, Not church programmes, church attendance, or the controlling 

"guilt trips" churches try to impose on people in 2018. 

 

ASK YOUR SELF THIS QUESTION : 

WHY DO 98% OF PEOPLE DO NOT ATTEND CHURCH ?  

ANSWER: RELIGIOUS CONTROL  

and this was exactly what Martin Luther confronted the catholic church about 

a)Incorrect doctrine  

b)Religious control because of it. 

Believe me 2018 the corporate churches in Australia and other parts of the world have reverted 

back to RELIGIOUS CONTROL even reported to me recently that congregation members are 

told quote"if they don't attend religious programmes, reorganize their productive work life so they 

can attend more brainwashing religious programs/conferences/ etc THEY WILL LOOSE THEIR 

SALVATION !  

This is the exact heresy’s that Martin Luther challenged the Catholic church with . 

so TODAY 2018 HERE WE ARE FULL CIRCLE BACK TO RELIGIOUS CONTROL. 

Fortunately today we have the internet and FB where we can communicate with like minded and 

people of similar VISION and associate with Christians who see Religion for what it is (a divisive 

subtly anti-Christ in many respects through religious control which is the Jezebel spirit (control, 

manipulation,intimidation,domination)Religion uses isolation tactics and works on some pretty 

heartless strategies on how they can control you. 

The strategies are : 

1) You are the problem (it's the old mirror reflection trick point everything back to you .  

(never US ...its YOU) 

2)GUILT TRIPS of you don't attend this programme/conference/brainwashing etc. 

 YOU WILL LOOSE YOUR SALVATION  

(Martin Luther challenged the catholic church on the same issue those days it was called 

indulgences (you had to pay a fee and work your way to heaven) 

today 2018 its : 

"Guilt trips" ="indulgences"  

3)Every Sunday Religion reminds you of your SIN so that you become emotional cripples 

depending on the illuminati at the front of the church forever needing "prayer" I call this Crippled 

Christian Emotional Dependency CCED . 

Same people every Sunday prayer for the same thing continuously never any RESULT just 

dependency mentality. 

RELIGION WANTS THAT you depending on them and NOT JESUS or Jesus is only accessible 

"through the illuminati ".. 

ASK YOURSELF HOW MANY LONG WINDED PRAYERS DID JESUS PRAY? 

when casting out demons or healing? 

1 OR 2 WORDS ! so where does all these long winded (tell me your story prayers come from) 

not from Jesus that's for sure. 

4)EMPOWERMENT VERSES DISEMPOWERMENT ? 

this is the question you must ask yourself anything that is: draining, disempowering,emotional 

hype, controlling, one way traffic (by this I mean you do not have the right of critical thinking via 

constructive feedback) it's all one way traffic i.e. SIT DOWN SHUT UP AND DO WHAT YOUR 
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TOLD and do not ever question the religious illuminati ! 

5)Face Book and the Internet.  

FREEDOM OF SPEECH & POWER BACK TO THE PEOPLE  

At last you can by pass all the religious bull-s and connect or disconnect to people of similar 

calling and vision . 

you can BY PASS RELIGIOUS CONTROL TOTALLY! 

Sure if you find a apostolic non controlling church that doesn't try to suck you into brainwashing 

religious programming Great! (you should never be bound to any church as YOU ARE THE 

CHURCH ie Jesus in you) the Local church should just me a RECHARGE STATION for you to 

GO YE into the real world not a " religious house of bondage" which they are in Australia 

especially the "churn & burn" corporate churches. 

YOU CAN HAVE FREEDOM OF ASSOCIATION THROUGH FB . 

I find that FB has given Fit For Christ ministries a platform to connect with Apostolic like minded 

ministries without the religious bondage attachments.  

THIS IS THE WAY FORWARD !  

forming WIN/WIN partnerships and building two way conversations with like minded individuals 

over the internet FB etc. 

UNIVERSITIES and global business has gone to the Internet to teach and deliver courses and 

university degrees for the masses . (with some one to one contact when necessary like 

workshops or tutorials,the rest is on line ). 

ministries like KCM is fully on line and reaches millions with the Word of God. 

and makes everything personal. 

Yes as I keep saying The Lord is taking a wrecking ball to religious churches and how is he doing 

that (breaking up religious control?) 

BY THE INTERNET LADIES & GENTLEMEN Freedom of speech and Freedom from any 

kind of religious control is HERE ! Amen.  

REMEMBER YOU ARE THE RESISTANCE ! 

Graham Healy 

The Voice broadcast channel: 

https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCNB7khXyApkRkHLhnKO_KRQ 

web link : 

https://www.fitforchristministries.com/copy-of-2018-prophet… 

Martin Luther reformation: 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Martin_Luther 
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